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ABSTRACT
In last decade Indian Education System got very advanced. Technological growth is the primary reason behind it. Although it's always difficult to have the strong communication between Teachers and Parents. The proposed system is targeted to provide a very effective communication between Teachers and Parents while they are on move. This system is implemented as an application for Android Operating System. This application is very useful for Schools to provide interaction between two import stakeholders. The core idea of this project is to implement Android based System for management of academics and details of both Teacher and Students for advancement of Institution and educational system. Features implemented in our System are notices, academic details and reminders of examination, performance record, and intimation to the parents using Android applications. This system helps teacher keep record of students for their progress assessment. This system gives a prior intimation to student as soon as their attendance goes below the specified attendance threshold in the form of notice.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices have evolved with a very rapid rate. Before a decade mobile phones were used for making phone calls only. And now mobile has become a computer in our pocket. This small computer is efficient enough to simplify the administrative and academics responsibility of any school. We proposed an android application for same. It manages different processes of school. This is done by offering variety of modules, to facilitate school to operate and function without increasing their workload. It also helps to keep the track of the progress of the students through graphical means and as a developer help us to gain good knowledge about client-server architecture. Basically the management in this application is divided into 4 components.

Admin: It is the third party user assigned by the Head of the department or Principal of the respective school for data manipulation of other teachers and students like adding academic details of each student.

Principal: This user has the access to all the details including teachers and students. He or she has the authority to have the all the necessary information about any teacher or student.

Teachers: In this the user has the authority to access and update any details regarding students.

Parents: In this the user can enquire and compare the academic details of their children so that they can stay updated

2. OBJECTIVE
Objective of this application is to use the current technology and make communication between parents and teachers easier and simpler. It has the following objectives:-

1. To bring home and the school in close contact.
2. The main goal is to develop interactive User Interface and integrating it with web Services
3. To provide flawless connectivity using web services between client and server so that data can be easily fetched from the server.
4. Learning to create network with the help of server and maintaining it.
5. Learning about server analysis, optimization, troubleshooting, and testing,
6. To visualize the data adaptively from the server in the form of graph so that it can be more helpful for the clients.
7. Multiple users can be created for using same database

3. ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the architecture of implemented system. It consists of three modules, Principal Module, Teacher Module and Student Module. Data is stored on the server.

Principal has access to the details of teachers and students. Teachers have access to the time table and student details. Students and their parents have access to academic details, progress in study and have option to give feedback.
1. Client software formulate the query and also mention that which database needs to access for getting the data.
2. Then client connect to the database and give the query for fetching the required data.
3. Application server fetch the data from database and send the data to client.
4. The client processes the data received from the server and present it in a suitable format required by client.

4. LITERATURE SURVEY
Cloud storage is used because of its features like data processing, storage and distribution.[1, 2] Shutchapol Chopvitayakan et al [3] has proposed CloudExp. It is a cloud computing framework. They also compared different cloud platforms.
Konstantin Ryabinin, Svetlana Chuprina et al [12] has described about the adaptive scientific data visualization techniques. Jia Chaolonga, WANG Hanningb, WEI Lilic et al [13] has described about the Visualization theory and its implementation and few interesting points about Data visualization.
5. TECHNOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

The technologies used in this application are as follows:
- Database: SQLite.
- Web Scripting: PHP.
- Web Service: JSON.

Android as an Operating System: Currently Android has the highest market share so it is used as a target OS for development of the system. Android uses the Linux kernel. Developed system is compatible with the various version or API level of Android OS which is supported by different hardware devices.

SQLite Database: SQLite is a database engine. It does not require any configuration means you do not need to configure it in your system. It is a server less database engine. The source code for SQLite is in the public domain.

PHP Web Designing: “PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor” is a Open Source general-purpose scripting language. It is used for web development and can be embedded into HTML
- PHP allows dynamic content on websites
- PHP was designed for web.
- PHP can be used inside an HTML document.

6. RESULT

The Application contains the following activities.

6.1 Home Page

As shown in Figure 2, it contains
- Image containing application name
- Developer name

6.2 Login Portal Page

Here the activity contains 3 buttons each leading to its sign in path as shown in Figure 3.

6.3 Principal Home Page

After logged in from the principal id as shown in Figure 4, principal has access over all the details regarding students and teachers which can be seen in the form of
- Student Details
- Teacher Details

Student Details contain the details of each and every students of the particular class where the details are under each of the students Roll no., Name, Class and Email address.(Figure 5)
Teacher Details consist the details about their respective ID and password (Figure 6).

Both the details have been accessed through the database saved on the server which has been shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Teacher Home Page

- Teachers are provided with both the personal and academic details of each and every student which can be seen in Figure 9.
- Marks Updation is provided to a particular teacher so he can update the result of each and every student of the particular exam which can be seen in Figure 10.

Academic Details of a particular student is on the basis of two graphs which shows the academic progression of a particular student.
• Two types of graphical view have been used to show the progress of students are
  - Bar Chart
  - Pie Chart
• In Bar Chart every subject of student is compared to the maximum marks obtained in the subject and also with the average marks of all the students in that subject which is shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 11: List of Students](image)

Figure 11: List of Students

![Figure 12: Bar Chart](image)

Figure 12: Bar Chart

• In Pie Chart the overall marks obtained by the particular student in every subject is mentioned in a single place has been shown in the Figure 13.

![Figure 13: Pie Chart](image)

Figure 13: Pie Chart

6.5 Parents Home Page

• **Parents** have been provided with each and every little detail about their child progress as shown in Figure 14.
• And if they have any further complains and problems regarding the progress chart provided so the message option is also provided so they can directly communicate with the respective teacher.
• Progress Chart is further same as the graphical details provided to the teachers as shown in Figure 15 and 16.
6.6 Update and Upload Module

- In this application the teacher and the admin which is the third party both the users has been granted with the permission of uploading or updating the data whereas admin can also update the data of the teachers.

- For example if we are updating the result of any student from the application then it will be directly uploaded in the server DATABASE and vice versa with the help of running service as we can see in Figure 17.

8. CONCLUSION

By the help of this application parents as well as teachers can stay updated regarding children academic performance and since the application uses indirect way of communication between teachers and parents so in future when it will be online it will use less RAM and data for usage so it can be ideally suited for users. Less chances of malfunctioning. In future this system can be implemented to automate most of the educational systems and it can be designed for cross platform.
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